the ceU. In Chapter 5 we encountered one of tho eRAs, the template arried
by the enzyme telomera e. Although many of the e noncoding RNAs are still
mysterious, we hall see in thi chapter that small nllclear RNA (snRNA)
mole ules dire t the plicing of pre-mRNA to form mR A. that ribo omaf RNA
(rRNA) molecule form the core of ribosome, and that transfer RNA (tRNA)
molecule form the adaptors that select amino acid and hold them in place on
a ribo ome for in orporation into protein. Finally. we hall se in Chapter 7 that
lI1icroRNA (miRNA) molecule and small intel!erillg RNA (siRNA) molecules
serve a key regulators of eucaryotic gene expres ion (Table 6-1).
Each tTanscribed egment of DNA is aUed a transcription lInit. In eucaryotes, a transcription unit typically carries the information of ju t one gene, and
therefore codes for either a ingle RNA mol cule or a ingle protein (or group of
related protein' if the initial RNA tran cript is spliced in more than one way to
produce different mR A). In bacteria, a set of adjacent g ne is often trancribed as a unit; the re 'ulting mRNA molecule therefore canie the information
for several distinct proteins.
Overall, R A make up a f w percent of a cell's dry weight. Mo t of the RNA
in cells is rRNA; mRNA comprise only 3-5% of the total RNA in a typical mammalian cell. The mRNA population is made up of tens of thousand of different
specie. and there are on average only 10-15 molecules of each 'p cie ofmRNA
present in each ceU.

Signals Encoded in DNA Tell RNA Polymerase Where to Start and
Stop
To tran cribe a gene accurately. RNA polymerase must recognize where on the
genome to start and where to finish. The way in which R A polymerases perform these task differ omewhat bet\.veen bacteria and eucaryotes. Because
the processes in bacteria are simpler, we di 'cuss them first.
The initiation of tran cription is an especially important step in gene exprc sian becaus it is the main point at which the cell regulate which proteins are
to be produced and at what rate. The bacterial R A polymera e core enzyme i
a multi ubunjt complex that ythe izes R A using a DNA template as a guide. A
detachable subunit called sigma (a) factor associate with the core enzyme and
a ists it in reading the ignal in the 0 A that t II it where to begin tran cribing
(Figure 6-11). Together, a factor and core enzyme are known a the RNA polymerase holoenzyme; this complex adheres only weakly to bact rial ON when

Table 6- 1 Principal Types of RNAs Produced in Cells

TYPE OF RNA

FUNCTION

mRNAs
rRNAs

messenger RNAs, code for proteins
ribosomal RNAs, form the basic structure ofthe
ribosome and catalyze protein synthesis

tRNAs

transfer RNAs, central to protein synthesis as adaptors
between mRNA and amino acids
small nuclear RNAs, function in a variety of nuclear
processes, including the splicing of pre-mRNA
small nucleolar RNAs, used to process and chemically
modify rRNAs
small cajal RNAs, used to modify snoRNAs and snRNAs

snRNAs
snoRNAs
scaRNAs
miRNAs
siRNAs

Other noncoding
RNAs

microRNAs, regulate gene expression typically by
blocking translation of selective mRNAs
small interfering RNAs, turn off gene expression by
directing degradation of selective mRNAs and the
establishment of compact chromatin structures
function in diverse cell processes, including telomere
synthesis, X-chromosome inactivation, and the
transport of proteins into the ER
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Figure 6-11 The transcription cycle of
bacterial RNA polymerase. In step 1, the
RNA polymerase holoenzyme
(polymerase core enzyme plus cr factor)
assembles and then locates a promoter
(see Figure 6 12). The polymerase
unwinds the DNA at the position at
whICh transcnption is to begin (step 2)
and begins transcribing (step 3). This
initial RNA synthesIs (sometimes called
"abortive II1ltJatlOn")IS relatively
lI1efflCient. However, once RNA
polymeras has managed to synthesize
about 10 nucleotldes of RNA, it breaks ItS
II1teractlons with the promoter DNA and
weakens, and eventually breaks, Its
interaction with cr. The polymerase now
shifts to the elongation mode of RNA
synthesIs (step 4), moving rightward
along the DNA In this diagram, During
the elongation mode (step 5),
transcription is highly processive, with
the polymerase leaving the DNA
template and releasing the newly
transcribed RNA only when it encounters
a termination signal (steps 6 and 7).
Termination signals are typically encoded
111 DNA, and many function by formll1g an
RNA structure that destabilizes he
polymerase's hold on the RNA (step 7). In
bacteria, all RNA molecules are
synthesized by a single type of RNA
polymerase and the cycle depicted 111 the
figure therefore applies to the production
of mRNAs as well as structural and
catalytic RNAs. (Adapted from a figure
courtesy of Robert Landick.)
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a t rmination ignal ani t - of a uing of -'I
For most bacterial gen
nudeotid pair pr(" d d by a t\Vo-fold ymmetri f)
etlu'llc . whi h. \\ hen
tran.., rilled into H A. f Ids into a "hairpin" tru tur through at on Cri k
ba. ('-pairing (sc(' I'igure 6 11). A~ th pc lym r<I • trans rib's across at 'rminator, lhe formation of th hairpin rna h 'Ip to "pull" th H
trans 'ript from thc
aetivt' Silt'. The DNA H
h brid in Ihe active sitt" whi h is held tog th 'I' at t rminators predominantly by U ba. e pairs (which ar . less stable than C; c: base
pairs because th 'y form t\ 0 rath 'r than thr 'c h drog n bonds p 'r ba ... ' pair), is
not strong enough to hold th' R
in place. and it dissodaw causing the
relea c of thc pol~ nH.'ra e from Ihe D lA (sl 'P 7 in ) igur 6 11). ) hus, in ome
re peet . tran cription termination eems 1O imoh a re\er- al of the truclllral
tran iti n that h< pp n during initiation. fh praces of termination also i an
exampl of a common them> in this chapter: the folding of n
inlO sp cilic
·tructurcs affects many teps in decoding Ihe genome.
pol~

Figure 6-12 Consensus sequence for
major class of E. coli promoters. (A)
promoters are characterized by two
he americ DNA sequences, the -35
sequence and the -10 sequence na
for their approximate location relati
the start POint of transcription
(designated +1). For convenience, the
nucleotide sequence of a ingle strand
DNA is shown; in reality th RNA
polymerase recognizes th promoter.
double·strand d DNA. On the basis of
comparison of 300 promot rs. the
fr quencies of the four nucleotides :
each position In the -35 and -10
hexamers are given. The consensus
sequence, shown below the graph,
reflects the most common nucleotide
found at each position In the coliectlOf'
promoters. The sequence of nucleotide!
between the -35 and -10 hexamers
shows no Significant simllantles am
promoters. (B) The distribution of s
between the 35 and 10 hexamers
found in E coli promoters.
The Information display d in these
graphs applies to E. col, promoters thaI
are recognized by RNA polymerase and
th major a f ctor (designat d ( 70 ). AI
w shall s in the next ch pteI', bact·
also contain minor a factors, each of
which recognizes a diff I' nt promol
s quence Some particularly strong
promoters recognized by RNA
polymerase and 0 70 hav an additio
sequence, located upstream (to thel
in the figure) of the -35 hexamer. whl
is recognized by another subunit of RN~
polymerase.
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Transcription Start and Stop Signals Are Heterogeneous in
Nucleotide Sequence
\ we have ju t .,e 'no th pro e
of tran ription initiation and lermination
in 01 e a omplicated eries of struC\llraJ tran 'ilions in protein. f)
• and n
1110le ·ules. The siglnl encoded in n
tint pc ify lh sc 1r<1I1.,itions arl' oft n
difficult for resl'archers to recognize. Ind 'ed, a comparison of many dirferent
bact 'rial promott'rs re eals a surpri ... ing degree or ariation. e crth I '~"', the.
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cerore erve a a ummary or "average" of a large numb r of individuaJ
eOlide sequence .
The D A equence of individual bacterial promot r differ in way. thaI
rmine their trength (the numb r of iniliation vent p r unit lime of th
mater). E\'olutionnr proce ' hav fin -tun d each ro initiat as oft n as
e ary and have th rcby r at 'd '\ wid pe Irum of promot r . Promot r
r 'ne that cod for abundant proteins ar mu h. tranger than tho e as.oci\\;Ih gene' that ncod rarc prot ins, and Ih ir nu I otid s qucnc
ar
n ible for the c dif~ r 'n cs,
Uk bacterial promot 'r. , transcription terminator alo have a wide range
r uence. \,~th th P t ntial to form a impl hairpin R stru ·ture b'ing
mo t important ommon featur . 'in
an almo t unlimited numb r of
eotide equ nee have thi pot nLial, terminator equence are even more
he erogeneou than promoter equence.
We have eli cu sed bacterial promoter and terminator in ome detail to
Irate an important point regarding th analy i of genome equence.
though we know a great d al about bacterial promoters and t rminators and
cancan tTUct con en u
quence that llmmarize their mo t salient featur "
, r variation in nu I otid sequ n e makes it difficult to definili ly 10 at
imply by analy i of th nucl otid sequen e of a genome. It is en more
'''I ull to locat analogou
qu nces in ellcaryoti genomes, due in part to th
D'I\ arried in th m. Oflen, W n ed addition'll information, me of it
mdirecl xp rim nLation, to locate and accurat I inl rpret th hort D
al~contain din g nom s.
ince D i. doubl -. tranded, two different R
mol cui
ould in prin ip be (ran crib d from any gen , 1I ing en h or the two DNA trand a a t mIt .Ilol\' ver, a gene typi ally ha only a ingle promot r, and be au
the pro, er' nucl otide equen e L a ymmetric ( ee Figure 6-12), the polymera e an
~ in only one orientation. The polym ra
. nthesize R A in the 5'-to-3'
don, and it can th refore only trans ribe on strand per gen (Figure 6-13).
Genome equence reveal that the D
trand u ed a the template for R A yn. vatie from gene to gene depending on the location and orientation of the
promoter (Figure 6-14).
Ha\ing con idered tran cription in bacteria, \ e now turn to the ituation in
i a mu h mol' elaborate
:ote , \ here the synthe -is of RNA mol ul
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Transcription Initiation in Eucaryotes Requires Many Proteins
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an RNA polymerase that moves from right
to left makes RNA by using the top strand
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Figure 6-13 The importance of RNA
polymerase orientation. The DNA strand
serving as template must be traversed in a
3'-to-5' direction. Thus. the direction of
RNA polymerase movement determines
which of the two DNA strands is to serve
as a template for the synthesis of RNA, as
shown in (Al and (6). Polymerase direction
is, in turn, determined by the orientation
of the promoter sequence, the site at
which the RNA polymerase begins
transcription.
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lncontra t to ba tria, whi h ontain a singl t pe of R A polym r
, u aryIi nuclei hav thr : R :A polymerase f, R A polymern. 11, and R :A polyrase 1If. Th thr polymera . ar structurally similar to on another (and to
bact rial nzym) and har ome common uhunit, but th y tran ribe
different ryp of g ne (Table 6-2). R
polym!"as J and 111 tran cribe th
encoding transfer R ,ribo omal R ,and variou maJl R
. R A
po~merase 11 tfan crib
mo t gene, including all those that encode protein.
andaur ub equem di cu sion therefore foeu e on this enzyme.
Although eucaryotic
A polym rase II ha many truetural similaritie to
bacterial R A polymerase (Figure 6-15), there are e eraJ important difference
he way in \ hich the bacterial and ucaryoti enzyme function, two of which
I ern u immediately.
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double helix
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Figure 6-14 Directions of transcription
along a short portion of a bacterial
chromosome, Some genes are transcribed
using one DNA strand as a template, while
others are transcribed using the other
DNA strand. The direction of transcription
is determined by the promoter at the
beginning of each gene (green
arrowheads). This diagram shows
approximately 0.2% (9000 base pairs) of
the E. coli chromosome. The genes
transcribed from left to right use the
bottom DNA strand as the template; those
transcribed from right to left use the top
strand as the template.
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Table 6-2 The Three RNA Polymerases in Eucaryotic Cells

TYPE OF POLYMERASE

GENES TRANSCRIBED

R A polymerase I

5.8S. 18S, and 285 rRNA g n
all protein-coding genes, plus snoRNA genes. mlRNA
genes. SIR A g n s, and most snRNA genes

RNA polymerase II
RNA polymerase III

J.

R A genes. 55 rR A genes, some snR A genes
and genes for other small RNAs

\\11ile bact rial R,' P l}m ra rcqllir S onl} a ~ingle additional prot in
(0 actor) for tran ription inili. tion to oc 'ur inl'ilro. eu aryoti R
pol}m ras r quir man} additi nal prot ins, colleclh I} all d Ih general

transcription [acior .
2.

I u aryoti trans riplion initiation mu-..t dt~~ll \\ ith th 'pa king of [) \ inro
nllcl '0 am
and high r- rder form ... of chromatin tru tur , r alur s
ab nt from bacI rial chI' mO ..OHll· ....

RNA Polymerase II Requires General Transcription Factors
I h g n raj [ran cription fa t r h Ip LO positioll 'ucaryotic H
p I mera e
orr tly at th promot r. aid in pulling apart th' two strand. of 0 A to allow
trans riplion to begin, and rei a. 'R A pol) I11cras from the prom t r int th>
longation mod once tran cription ha b 'gull. (I \ I The protein ar "genral" b -au th yare needed al n arl} all promot l' u 'd b) R
polymera II;
on i ting of a et of interacting prot in ,th are d ignaled a TFfI (for tranription factor for polymera II), and ar denor d arbilrarily a TnlB, rFIID,
and 0 on. In a broad en ,Ihe II aryOlic g 'n >rallran~ ription fa tor arry OUI
function equivalent to tho e of Ih cr faclor in ha It'ria; ind' d, portion ofTl (IF
ha\ the same thr -dim nsional structure as th >qui\'al nt portion of o.
figur
1 iIlu trat
hO\\ Ihe g >nt'fal trans riplion factor a. mbl
I
promot 1'''' us d by R A polym ra c 11. and Tabl
3 sllmmarv Iheir a th iti '~. lh(, a,. mbl) pro
b gins \\hen ih g 'n 'ral tran criplion faCIOI'll IfI)
hint'" 10 a .. hart doubl -h lical J) \ ~ qu 'nc' primarih compol.'d of I and \
nurleotid s. lor Ihis l' a on, Ihis s 'qu 'nc > is \...nO\\ n a Ih'"I f.\ equ n ,or
T bo. and th ubunit of rI'IlD that l' 'cogniz s it i all d rBP ( or I UAbinding protein). Th T ~l \ bo i t) pically lOCal d 25 nud otid
up tr am
from th tran eription tan site. It i not Ih anI) I). r\ qll nee thai ignal the
tart of tran ription Figure 6-17 . but lor mo t p l}ln ra e II promOl r it I
th m t imp rtan£. The binding of FIID cau
a larg di (Ortion in the D ' \

Figure 6-15 Structural similarity
between a bacterial RNA polym
and a eucaryotic RNA polymerase
Regions of the two R A polymer
have similar struc ures are Indica
green. The eucaryotic polymerase
than the bac erial enzyme 12 su
Instead of 5 and some of the ad •
regions are shown In gray. The blu
spheres represent Zn atoms that
structural components of the
polymerases. and the red sphere
represents the Mg atom presenl a .
active site, where polymerization
place. The RNA polymerases in all
modern day cells (bacteria. archaea.
eucaryotes) are closely related. ind
thatlhe basIC features of the enz
were In place before the dlvergenc
the Ihre major branches of life.
(Courtesy of P. Cramer and R. Korn
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Figure 6-16 Initiation of transcription of a eucaryotic gene by RNA
polymerase II. To begin transcription. RNA polymerase requires several
general transcription factors. (A) The promoter contains a DNA
sequence called the TATA box. which is located 25 nucleotides away
from the site at which transcription is initiated. (B) Through its subunit
TBp, TFIID recognizes and binds the TATA box, which then enables the
adjacent binding ofTFIIB ((). For simplicity the DNA distortion
produced by the binding ofTFIID (see Figure 6-18) is not shown.
(D) The rest of the general transcription factors. as well as the RNA
polymerase itself. assemble at the promoter. (E) TFIIH then uses ATP to
pry apart the DNA double helix at the transcription start point, locally
exposing the template strand. TFIIH also phosphorylates RNA
polymerase II, changing its conformation so that the polymerase is
released from the general factors and can begin the elongation phase
of transcription. As shown, the site of phosphorylation is a long
(-terminal polypeptide tail. also called the (-terminal domain (CTD),
that extends from the polymerase molecule. The assembly scheme
shown in the figure was deduced from experiments performed in vitro,
and the exact order in which the general transcription factors assemble
on promoters may vary from gene to gene in vivo. The general
transcription factors have been highly conserved in evolution; some of
those from human cells can be replaced in biochemical experiments by
the corresponding factors from simple yeasts.

start of transcription
TATA box

r-

(A)

TBP

TFIID

(B)

1-

TFlIB

(C)
TFIIF

other factors

r--------..,

RNA polymerase II

theTATA box (Figure 6-18). Thi di tonion is thought to erve a a physical
dmark for the location of an active promoter in the mid t of a very large
. nome, and it bring DNA equences on both ide of the di tortion together to
o\\for lib equent protein a sembI teps. Other factor then a embl, along
lh R, A polymerase II, to form a complete tran cription initiation complex
5et' Figure 6-16). The mo t omplicated of the general tran cription factor is
1lH. Con i dng of 9 ubunit, it i nearly as large as R A polymera e n itself
d,aswe hall e shortly, perform several enzymatic teps needed for the initionoftran cription.
Mter forming a tran cription initiation complex on the promoter D A, R A
Iymera ell mu t gain access to the template trand at the transcription start
nt. TFIlH, which contaiJ1S a D
helicase a one of its ubunits, make thi
ppo ible by hydrolyzing ATP and unwinding the D , thereby expo ing the
. l1plate trand. ext, R
polymerase II, like the bacterial polymera e,
main at the promoter ynthe izing short length of R A until it undergoe a
rie of conformational changes that allow it to move away from the promoter
denier the elongation phase of transcription. A key tep in thi tran ition i
I addition of phosphate groups to the "tail" of the R A polymerase (known a
em or C-terminal domain). In human, the TO con i t of 52 tandem
pea of a even-amino-acid equence, which extend from the R A polyra e core tmcture. During tran cription initiation, the serine located at me
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'IDle 6-3 The General Transcription Factors Needed for Transcription Initiation by Eucaryotic RNA Polymerase II
NUMBER OF
SUBUNITS

ROLES IN TRANSITION INITIATION

iFD
TBP subunit
TAF subunits

1

-11

recognizes TATA box
recognizes other DNA sequences near the transcription start point; regulates DNA-binding
byTBP
recognizes BRE element in promoters; accurately positions RNA polymerase at the start site
of transcription

3
2
9

stabilizes RNA polymerase interaction with TBP and TFIIB; helps attract TFIIE and TFIIH
attracts and regulates TFIIH
unwinds DNA at the transcription start point. phosphorylates Ser5 of the RNA polymerase
CTD; releases RNA polymerase from the promoter

composed 0 TBP and -11 additional subunits called TAFs (TBP-associated fae ors) CTD. (-terminal domam.
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transcription
start point

-35 -30
BRE TATA

r
INR

+30
DPE

element

consensus
sequence

general
transcription
factor

BRE

GtC GtC GtA C G C C

TFIIB

TATA

TATAAIT AAIT

TBP

INR

CIT CIT AN TtA CIT CIT

TFIID

DPE

AlGGAlTCGTG

TFIID

fifth po ition in the repeat equence ( er5) i pho phorylated by T IIH, which
contains a protein kinase in another of it ubunits ( ee Figure 6-160 and E).
The polymerase can then disengage from the cluster of general transcription
factor. During this proce ,it undergoe a erie of conformational change
that tighten it interaction with D A. and it acquire new protein that allow it
to tran cribe for long di tance , and in some ca e for many hour, \ovithout di ociating from D IA.
Once the polymerase 11 has begun elongating the RNA tran cript, mo t of
the general tran cription factors are relea ed from the D A 0 that they are
available to initiate another round of transcription \i ith a new R
polymera e
molecule. As we ee hortly, the phosphorylation of the tail of R A polymera e
II al 0 causes component of th R A-processing machinery to load onto the
pol. merase and thu be positioned to modify the n wly tran cribed R A a it
emerges from the poly-mera e.
3rd

Figure 6-17 Consensus sequences
found in the vicinity of eucaryotic RNA
polymerase 11 start points. The name
given to each consensus sequence (fint
column) and the general transcription
factor that recognizes it (last column)ar
indicated. N indicates any nucleotide,
two nucleotides separated by a slash
indicate an equal probability of either
nucleotide at the indicated position. In
reality, each consensus sequence is a
shorthand representation of a histograr
similar to that of Figure 6-12.
For most RNA polymerase II
transcription start points, only two or
three of the four sequences are presen'
For example, many polymerase II
promoters have a TATA box sequence.
those that do not typically have a'str
INR sequence. Although most of the D/'
sequences that influence transcription
initiation are located upstream of the
transcription start point, a few, such as
the DPE shown in the figure, are locatec
in the transcribed region.
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Polymerase II Also Requires Activator, Mediator, and ChromatinModifying Proteins
tudies of the behavior of RNA polymera e II and it general transcription factors on purified 0 A template in uitro e tabli hed the model for tran cription
initiation just de cribed. However, a di cu ed in Chapter 4, 0
in eucaryotic
cell i packaged into nucleosomes, which are further arranged in higher-order

unit)
in a e1
lo'A a

C

Figure 6-18 Three-dimensional
structure ofTBP (TATA-binding proteJ
bound to DNA. The TBP is the subun
the general transcription factorTFIiDI'
is responsible for recognizing and
binding to the TATA box sequence in
DNA (red). The unique DNA bending
caused byTBP-two kinks in thedou
helix separated by partly unwound
DNA-may serve as a landmark that
helps to attract the other general
transcription factors. TBP is a single
polypeptide chain that is folded In 0
very similar domains (blue and green
(Adapted from J.L. Kim et aI., Nature
365:520-527,1993. With permission
Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)
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TRANSCRIPTION BEGINS

chromatin tructures. As a result, transcription initiation in a eucaryotic cell i
orp complex and requires even more proteins than it does on purified DNA.
hr r. gene regulatory proteins known as transcriptional activators must bind to
Ipt'rifir equence in DNA and help to attract R A polymera e II to the start
POInt ofrranscription (Figure 6-19). We di Cll the role of activator in Chapter
• because they are one of the main ways in which cells regulate expression of
irgene . Here we simply notc that their presenc on D A is reqUired fortranphon initiation in a eucaryotic cell. Second, eucaryotic tran cription initiaon ill vim requires the presence of a protein complex known a Mediator,
hich allow the activator proteins to communi ate properly with the poly~ rase nand with the general transcription factors. Finally, transcription initition in a eucaryotic cell typically require the local recruitment of chromatin~odi~ing enzymes, including chromatin remodeling complexes and histonemodifying enzymes. As discussed in Chapter 4, both type of enzyme can allow
~ater acce to the DNA pre ent in chromatin, and by doing 0, they facilitate
thea embly of the tran cription initiation machinery onto D A. We will revisit
the role of the e enzymes in transcription initiation in Chapter 7.
illustrated in Figure 6-19, many proteins (well over 100 individual subunJls] mu t assemble at the start point of transcription to initiate transcription
lOaeucaryotic cell. The order of a embly of the e proteins does not eem to fol\olI apre cribed pathway; rather, the order differ from gene to gene. Indeed,
lOme of the e different protein complexes may interact with ea h other away
from the D A and be brought to DNA as preformed subassemblie . To begin
ImJl cribing, RNA polymerase II must be released from thi large complex of
protein, and, in addition to the steps described in Figure 6-16, this often
require the in situ proteolysis of the activator protein. We return to sam of
i ue in Chapter 7, where we discuss how ellcaryotic cells can regulate th
prace aftran cription initiation.

g

:>uble

Transcription Elongation Produces Superhelical Tension in DNA

It

:0 two
'n).

n from

Once it has initiated tran cription, RNA polymeras does not proceed moothly
long a DNA molecule; rather. it moves jerkily, pausing at some equence and
rapIdly tran cribillg through others. Elongating R A polymerases, both bactenal and eucaryotic, are associated with a series of elongation factors, proteins
that decrea e the likelihood that RNA poIymera e will dissociate befor it
reache theendofa gene. The e factors typicalJy as ociate with RNA polymera e

Figure 6-19 Transcription initiation by
RNA polymerase II in a eucaryotic cell.
Transcription initiation in vivo requires
the presence of transcriptional activator
proteins. As described in Chapter 7, these
proteins bind to specific short sequences
in DNA. Although only one is shown here,
a typical eucaryotic gene has many
activator proteins. which together
determine its rate and pattern of
transcription. Sometimes acting from a
distance of several thousand nucleotide
pairs (indicated by the dashed DNA
molecule), these gene regulatory
proteins help RNA polymerase, the
general transcription factors, and the
mediator all to assemble at the promoter.
In addition, activators attract ATp·
dependent chromatin remodeling
complexes and histone acetylases.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the "default"
state of chromatin is probably the 3D-nm
filament (see Figure 4-22), and this is
likely to be a form of DNA upon which
transcription is initiated. For simplicity, it
is not shown in the figure.
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helix must
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DNA

(C)
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DNA
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NEGATIVE SUPERCOILING

POSITIVE SUPERCOILING

helix opening facilitated

helix opening hindered

Figure 6-20 Superhelical tension in
causes DNA supercoiling. (Al For a
molecule with one free end (or a nick
one strand that serves as a swivel). the
DNA double helix rotates by onelUm
every 10 nucleotide pairs opened.
(B) If rotation is prevented, superhelica
tension is introduced into the DNA by
helix opening. One way of
accommodating this tension wouldbt
increase the helical twist from 10 to 1
nucleotide pairs per turn in the dou
helix that remains; the DNA helix.
however, resists such a deformationir
spring like fashion. preferring to reliev
the superhelical tension by bending'
supercoiled loops. As a result, one 0
supercoil forms in the DNA double
for every 10 nucleotide pairs opened'
supercoil formed in this case is a posiT
supercoil. (e) Supercoiling of DNA is
induced by a protein tracking throug~
the DNA double helix, The two ends
the DNA shown here are unable tor
freely relative to each other, and he
protein molecule is assumed alsotobl
prevented from rotating freely as it
moves. Under these conditions,the
movement of the protein causes an
excess of helical turns to accumula e
the DNA helix ahead of the protein.
deficit of helical turns to arise in the
behind the protein, as shown.

po itivr
ion b .J
hortly after initiation and help polymerases to move through the wide variety of
different D A equences that are found in genes. Eucaryotic R A polymerase
mu t al 0 contend with chromatin structure as they move along a D
template, and they are rypically aided by ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling
complexes (see pp. 215-216). The e complexe may mov with the polymerase
or may imply eek out and rescue the occasional tailed polym ra e. In addition, ome elongation factors associated with eucaryotic R A polymerase facilitate transcription through nucleo omes without requiring additional energy. it
i not yet under tood in detail how thi i accompli hed, but these proteins can
tran iently di lodge H2A-H2B dimer from the nucleosome core, replacing
them a the polymera e moves through the nucleosome.
There i yet another barrier to elongating polymera e , both bacterial and
eucaryotic. To di cus thi issue. we need fir t to con ider a subtle prop rty
inherent in the D
double helix called DNA supercoiling. D A upercoiJing
repre ents a conformation that D A adopt in re pon e to superhelical tension;
con er ely. creating variou loop or coil in the helix can create such ten ion.
Figure 6-20 illustrates the topological con traint that cause D A supercoiling.
There are approximately 10 nucleotide pairs for every helical turn in a D A double helix. Imagine a helix whose two end are fixed with respect to ach other (as
they are in a D A circle, uch as a bacterial chromo ome, or in a tightly clamped
loop, a is thought to exi t in eucaryotic chromosome ). In thi ca e. one large
D
supercoil will form to compen ate for each 10 nucleotide pair that are
opened (unwound). The formation of this supercoil is energetically favorable
becau e it restore a normal helical twist to the ba e-paired region that remain,
which would otherwise need to be 0 erwound because of the fixed ends.
R A polymerase al 0 create uperhelical tension a it move along a tretch
of DNA that i anchored at its end (ee Figure 6-20C).
long a th polymera e
is not free to rotate rapidly (and uch rotation is unlikely given the size of R A
polymerases and their attached transcript ). a moving polymera e generates
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positive uperh Iicalt n ion in the D A in front of it and negativc heli al t n100 behind it. For eu aryotes, this situation i thought to provide a bonu : the
IlOsitive uperhelical tension ahead of the polymerase makes the DNA helix
more difficult to op n, but this tension should facilitate the unVVTapping of 0 A
,oucleo orne, as the releas of D A from the histone core h Jp to r lax posH"C uperhelicaJ ten ion.
.\ny prot in that prop I itself alone along a DNA trand of a double helix
od to generate superheli al tcnsion. In cu aryot , DNA lopoi omerase
nzymcs rapidly remov Ihi. superhelical ten. ion (
p. 278). But in ba t ria a
ipf,cialized topoi om ras cailed DNA gyrose u 'th n rgy of ATP hydrolysis
purnp up roils continuollsi into the DNA, th r by m intaining the I NA
'nder con tant tension. These are Ilegaliue sllpercoifs. having Ihe oppo it>
ndedn s from th fJosiliue. Ilpercoi/s that form wh 'n a r gion of DNA h lix
. 0 Ie rigur 6-2013). Whenev 'r a r gion of heli op ns, it remov
thes>
alive upercoils from bacterial DNA, redu ing the uperh Iicallension. DNA
'liIse Ihereforc makes the opening of th DNA helix in bacteria en rg tically
\'Orable compared with h ILx op ning in 0 A that is not upercoil d. For this
,MO, it u uaily facilitates those genetic processes in bacteria, including the
utiation oftran cription by ba terial R A polym ra e, that require helix openg[ ee Figure 6-11).

Transcription Elongation in Eucaryotes Is Tightly Coupled to RNA

Processing
haven that bact rial mRNA al' ynthe iz d solly by th HNA polyrase t. rling and stopping at p cine spots on the genom . 1'h' itLlation in
ar)'otes i' substantially lifI r 'nl. In pani lIlar, trans ription i only th fir t
,.'veral t p need d to proclu" an mHNA. Olher criti al5t ps ar th ovands or the RNA and th r moval of iI/Iron seqllences
'modification of th
are discard d from tip middle of the I~NA trans ript by th pl'oc
of RNA
!Jcing (Figure 6-21).

Figure 6-21 Summary of the steps
leading from gene to protein in
eucaryotes and bacteria. The final level
of a protein in the cell depends on the
efficiency of each step and on the rates of
degradation of the RNA and protein
molecules. (Al In eucaryotic cells the RNA
molecule resulting from transcription
contains both coding (exon) and
noncoding (intron) sequences. Before it
can be translated into protein, the two
ends of the RNA are modified, the introns
are removed by an enzymatically
catalyzed RNA splicing reaction. and the
resulting mRNA is transported from the
nucleus to the cytoplasm. Although the
steps in this figure are depicted as
occurring one at a time, in a sequence, in
reality they can occur concurrently. For
example, the RNA cap is added and
splicing typically begins before
transcription has been completed.
Because of the coupling between
transcription and RNA processing,
primary transcripts-the RNAs that
would, in theory, be produced if no
processing had occurred-are found only
rarely. (B) In procaryotes the production
of mRNA is much simpler. The 5' end of
an mRNA molecule is produced by the
initiation of transcription, and the 3' end
is produced by the termination of
transcription. Since procaryotic cells lack
a nucleus, transcription and translation
take place in a common compartment. In
fact, the translation of a bacterial mRNA
often begins before its synthesis has
been completed.
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by polyadenyiatioll of th 3' end ( igure 6-22). Th e pecial nd allow the c II
to
\hether both end of an m . molecule are pre ent (and th me age

qu nee from th nudeu and
i th refor inract) b or it expon the R'
tran Jat it into protein. R.
pli ing join tog th r the diffi r m portion of a
prOl in coding equ nee. and it pro ide high r ucaryote with th ability to
)11th iz evera] diffi rent prot in from th am g ne.
An ing niou m hani m oupl all of th abo R
pro sing tep to
tran cription elongation.
di cus d previously, a key tep in tran ription inipolym ra e 11 i lh pho phor lation of the R
polymera II
tiation by R
tail. call d lhe CTD ( ,-terminal domain). Thi pho phorylation pro ecd graduallya the R A polymera e initial [Tan cription and move along the D . It
not only help di ociate the R 'A polymera e II from other protein' pre enl at
the tart point oftran cription. but aI 0 allow a ne\\ et of protein to a ociate
with th R
polym ra e tail that function in tran cription elongation and RN·\
pro
ing.
di cu d next, om of the e pro e ing protein eem to "hop"
from th pol, mera e tail onlO the na c nt R A mol cule to b gin proce ing it
pol)111era. Thu . w an vi \ R
polym ra ell in
a il m rges from the R
it longation mode a an R A fa tor that both tran ribe DNA into RN and
proce
the R A it produce (Figure 6-23). Fully tended. the erD i n arly
10 tim longer than th remaind r fR A polymera 'e and, in rf l, it erv a
a teth r, holding a \'ari ty of prot ins clo e by until th ) are n ded. Thi lrategy, ",hi h peed up the rate of 'ub equem ration. i on commonl}
ob ened in the cell (
Figure 4--69 and 16-38).

RNA Capping Is the First Modification of Eucaryotic Pre-mRNAs
A oon a R
pol mera e II ha produced about 25 nudeolid s of R A, th 5'
end of th new RN mol eule i modified by addition of a cap that consist of a
modified guanine nu I oUde ( ee Figllr 6-228). Three enzyme, a ling in 1I ce ion, p norm Ih apping rea tion: one (a pho phata ) r mo e a pho phate from the 5' end of the na ent R ,anoth r (a guanyltran ~ ra e) add a
G~IP in a rever e linkage (5' to 5' in t ad of 5' to 3'), and a third (a m thyltran '
fera e) add a methyl group [Q th guano ine ( igure 6-24). B au e all thr
enzyme bind to the R. polymera lail pho phorylared ar erine-5 po ition.
th modification add d byTFIJH during tran criplion initiation. lh yare poi ed
to modif) the 5' end of the na cent [fan cript a oon a il m rg from th
polym ra e,
Th 5'-methyl ap ignifie the 5' end of ucaryoli mR
, and thi landmark h Ip the cell to di tingui h mR A from th other type of R
mol cule
pr em in the cell.
r exan1ple. R
polymera
I and III produ e uncapp d

Figure 6-22 A comparison of the
structures of procaryotic and eucaryo
mRNA molecules. (Al The 5' and 3'
of a bacterial mRNA are the unmod ends of the chain synthesized by he'
polymerase. which initiates and
termmates transcription at those
respecti ely. The corresponding
eucaryotlC mRNA are formed by
5' cap and by cleavage of the pre'
transcript and the addition of a poly.
tail, respeClively. The figure also illus
another difference between the
procaryotic and eucaryotic mRNAs:
bacterial mRNAs can contain the
instructions for several different profwhereas eucaryotic mRNAs nearly a
contain the informa ion for only a .
pro ein. B) The structure of the cap
5' end of eucaryotic mR A molecu
Note the unusual 5'-to-5' linkage a
7-methyl G to the remamder of he
Many eucaryotic mR As carry an
additional modification: the 2'-hydr
group on the second ribose sugar In
mRNA is methylated (not shown).

lumVI"" IV 1\J ... n

Figure 6-23 Eucaryotic RNA polymerase II as an "RNA factory:' As the
polymerase transcribes DNA into RNA, it carries pre-mRNA-processing
proteins on its tail that are transferred to the nascent RNA at the
appropriate time. The tail. known as the CTD, contains 52 tandem repeats
of a seven amino acid sequence. and there are two serines in each repeat.
The capping proteins first bind to the RNA polymerase tail when it IS
phosphorylated on Ser5 of the heptad repeat late in the process of
transcription initiation (see Figure 6-16). This strategy ensures that the RNA
molecule is efficiently capped as soon as its 5' end emerges from the RNA
polymerase. As the polymerase continues transcribing, its tail is extensively
phosphorylated on the Ser2 positions by a kinase associated with the
elongating polymerase and is eventually dephosphorylated at Ser5
positions. These further modifications attract splicing and 3'-end
processing proteins to the moving polymerase, positioning them to act on
the newly synthesized RNA as it emerges from the RNA polymerase. There
are many RNA-processing enzymes, and not all travel with the polymerase.
For RNA splicing, for example, the tall carries only a few critical
components; once transferred to an RNA molecule, they serve as a
nucleation site for the remaining components.
When RNA polymerase II finishes transcribing a gene, it is released from
DNA, soluble phosphatases remove the phosphates on its tail, and it can
reinitiate transcription. Only the dephosphorylated form of RNA
polymerase II is competent to begin RNA synthesis at a promoter.
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RNA Splicing Removes Intran Sequences from Newly Transcribed

Pre·mRNAs
di eu ed in Chapt r 4. Ih protein oding qu nc of eucar otic g n are
icall) interrupted b non oding interv ning equence (intron ), Di co ered
19i1. this feature of u aryoti gene am a a urpri e to ci nti l.. who had
n. until that rime. familiar only with bacterial gene, which typi all can i t
. In
acontinuou trerch of coding D A that i dire tl tran cribed into mR
edeomra t. eucaryoti gene were found to b broken up into mall piece
coding equence (expressed sequences or exon ) inter pers d with much
er interl'ening sequences or intrODS; thu . th coding portion of a u aryotic
n·i often only a mall fraction of th length of Ihe gene (Figure 6-25).
Both intron and e on sequences are Iran rib d into R . Th intron
lienee are removed from the n wly ynth ized RNA through Ih pro e s of
R.~A plicing. The va. I majority of R A plicing that take plac in
11 funcuon in the production of mRNA, and our di u sion of splicing fo us on Ihis
-called precur or-rnRNA (or pre-rnR A) spli ing. Only after 5' and 3' nd proing and plicing hav lak n place i u h RAt rm d mRNA.
Each piking ev nl remov one intron, pr . ding through lWO ' quenpho phoryl-tran fI r ration knm n a tran
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join two
III while removing the intron a a "lariat" (Figure 6-26), ince the number
high-energy pho phat bond remain the am . the e reaclion C uld in
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Figure 6-24 The reactions that cap the S' end of each RNA molecule
synthesized by RNA polymerase II. The final cap comains a novel 5'-to-5'
linkage between the positively charged 7-methyl G residue and the 5' end
of the RNA transcript (see Figure 6-22B). The letter N represents anyone of
the four ribonucleotides, although the nucleotide that starts an RNA chain
is usually a purine (an A or a G). (After AJ. Shatkin, BioEssays 7:275-277,
1987. With permission from ICSU Press.)
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Figure 6-25 Structure of two human genes showing the arrangement of exons and introns. (A) The relatively small
~-globin gene, which encodes one of the subunits of the oxygen-carrying protein hemoglobin, contains 3 exons (seeallio
Figure 4-7). (B) The much larger Factor VIII gene contains 26 exons; it codes for a protein (Factor VIII) that functions in the
blood·c1otting pathway. The most prevalent form of hemophilia results from mutations in this gene.

principle take place without nucleo ide triphosphate hydrolysi . However, the
machinery that catalyzes pre-mR A plicing is comple . con i ting of 5 addilional R A molecules and a many a 200 protein . and it hydrolyzes many TP
molecule per plicing event. Thi additional complexity ensure that plicing is
accurate, while at the ame time being flexible enough to deal with the enormou variety of intron found in a typical eucar otic cell.
4th
It may eem wasteful to remove large number of introns by RNA plicing.ln
attempting to explain why it occurs, scientists have pointed out that the
e on-intron arrangement would eem to facilitate the emergence of new and
u eful protein over evolutionary time cales. Thu , the presence of numerou
introns in 0 A allows genetic recombination to readily combine the exons of
different gene (ee p. 140), enabling gene for new protein to evolve more easiI. by the combination of pan of preexisting gene. The obscr ation. described
in Chapter 3. that many proteins in present-day ceU re emble patchworks compo ed from a common et of protein domain, upport this idea.
plicing al 0 has a present-day advantage. The transcript of many
R
eucaryotic gene (stimated at 75% of gene in human ) are spliced in more
than one way. thereby allowing the arne gene to produce a carre ponding et of
different protein (Figure 6-27). Rather than being the wa teful process it may
have seemed at fir tight, RNA plicing enables eucaryotes to increase the
alreadyenormou coding potential of their genome. We shall return to this idea
again in this chapter and the next, but we first need to de cribe the cellular
machinery that performs this remarkable task.
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Figure 6-26 The pre-mRNA splicing
reaction. (A) In the first step, a specif~
adenine nucleotide in the intron
sequence (indicated in red) attacks the
5' splice site and cuts the sugarphosphate backbone of the RNA an
point. The cut S' end of the IOtron
becomes covalently linked to theade!'
nucleotide, as shown in detail in (Bl,
thereby creating a loop in the RNA
molecule. The released free 3'-QHend
the exon sequence then reacts with
start of the next exon sequence,j~n
the two exons together and releaSing
intron sequence in the shape ofalo
The two exon sequences therebybea
joined into a continuous coding
sequence; the released intron sequ
eventually degraded.
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Figure 6-27 Alternative splicing of the
a-tropomyosin gene from rat.
a-Tropomyosin is a coiled-coil protein
(see Figure 3-9) that regulates
contraction in muscle cells. The primary
transcript can be spliced in different
ways, as indicated in the figure, to
produce distinct mRNAs, which then give
rise to variant proteins. Some of the
splicing patterns are specific for certain
types of cells. For example, the
a-tropomyosin made in striated muscle is
different from that made from the same
gene in smooth muscle. The arrowheads
in the top part of the figure mark the
sites where cleavage and poly-A addition
form the 3' ends of the mature mRNAs.

Nucleotide Sequences Signal Where Splicing Occurs
:lemechanism of pre-mRNA splicing shown in Figure &-26 implies that the
;;icing machinery must recognize three portions of the precursor RNA
mleeule: the 5' splice site, the 3' splice site, and the branch point in the intron
\IIIuencethat forms the base of the excised lariat. Not surprisingly, each site has
~CQnsensus nucleotide sequence that is similar from intron to intron and pro~esthecell with cues for where splicing is to take place (Figure 6-28). Hownr, these consensus sequences are relatively short and can accommodate a
gh degree of sequence variability; as we shall see shortly, the cell incorporates
dition,l types of information to ultimately choose exactly where, on each RNA
,"leeule, splicing is to take place.
The high variability of the splicing consensus sequences presents a special
hallenge for scientists attempting to decipher genome sequences. l!ltmns
.ogein size from about 10 nucleotides to over 100,000 nucleotides, and choosgtheprecise borders of each intton is a difficult task even with the aid of pow-rfu]computers. The possibility of alternative splicing compounds the problem
Ipredicting protein sequences solely from a genome sequence. This difficulty
one of the main barriers to identifying all of the genes in a complete genome
·,quence, and it is one of the primary reasons why we know only the approxi""ate number of genes in the human genome.

RNA Splicing Is Performed by the Spliceosome

9
ific

InJikethe other steps of mRNA production we have discussed, key steps in RNA
~lkingare performed by RNA molecules rather than proteins. Specialized RNA
oleeules recognize the nucleotide sequences that specify where splicing is to
<cur and also participate in the chemistry of splicing. These RNA molecules are
atively short (less than 200 nucleotides each), and there are five of them (U 1,
l,U4, US, and U6) involved in the major form of pre-mRNA splicing. Known as
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Figure 6-28 The consensus nucleotide
sequences in an RNA molecule that
signal the beginning and the end of most
introns in humans. Only the three blocks
of nucleotide sequences shown are
required to remove an intran sequence;
the rest of the intron can be occupied by
any nucleotides. Here A, G, U, and Care
the standard RNA nucleotides; R stands for
purines (A or G); and Y stands for
pyrimidines (C or U). The A highlighted in
red forms the branch point of the lariat
produced by splicing. Only the GU at the
start of the intron and the AG at its end are
invariant nucleotides in the splicing
consensus sequences. Several different
nucleotides can occupy the remaining
positions (even the branch point Al,
although the indicated nucleotides are
preferred. The distances along the RNA
between the three splicing consensus
sequences are highly variable; however,
the distance between the branch point
and 3' splice junction is typically much
shorter than that between the 5' splice
junction and the branch point.
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snRNAs (small nuclear RNAs). each is complexed with at least seven protein
subunits to form a snRNP (small nuclear ribonucleoprotein). These snRNPs
form the core of the spliceosome, the large assembly of RNA and protein
molecules that performs pre-mRNA splicing in the cell.
The spliceosome is a complex and dynamic machine. When studied in vitro,
a few components of the spliceosome assemble on pre-mRNA and, as the splicing reaction proceeds, new components enter as those that have already per-

formed their tasks are jettisoned (Figure 6-29). However, many scientists believe
that, inside the cell, the spliceosome is a preexisting, loose assembly of all the
components-capturing, splicing and releasing RNA as a coordinated unit, and
undergoing extensive rearrangements each time a splice is made. During the

splicing reaction, recognition of the 5' splice junction, the branch-point site, and

the 3' splice junction is performed largely through base-pairing between the
snRNAs and the consensus RNA sequences in the pre-mRNA substrate (Figure

6-30). Ir

which or
place. f'(
Figure 6-29 The pre-mRNA splicing

mechanism. RNA splicing is catalyzee
an assembly of snRNPs (shown asctt
circles) plus other proteins (most of
are not shown), which together

constitute the spliceosome. The
spliceosome recognizes the splicing
signals on a pre-mRNA molecule,
the two ends of the intron together
provides the enzymatic activity for
two reaction steps (see Figure 6-26
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Several more RNA-RNA rearrangements
occur that break apart the U4/U6 base pairs
and allow the U6 snRNP to displace U1 at
the 5' splice junction (see Figure G--30A) to
form the active site for the second
phosphoryl-transferase reaction, which
completes the splice.
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.30. In lhe course of splicing, lhe spliceosome undergoes several shifts in

Figure 6-30 Several of the
rearrangements that take place in the
spliceosome during pre-mRNA splicing.
Shown here are the details for the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, in which the
nucleotide sequences involved are
slightly different from those in human
cells. (A) The exchange of Ul snRNP for
U6 snRNP occurs before the first
phosphoryl·transfer reaction (see Figure
6-29). This exchange requires the
5' splice site to be read by two different
snRNPs, thereby increasing the accuracy
of 5' splice site selection by the
spliceosome. (B) The branch-point site is
first recognized by BBP and subsequently
by U2 snRNP; as in (A), this hcheck and
recheck strategy provides increased
accuracy of site selection. The binding of
U2 to the branch point forces the
appropriate adenine (in red) to be
unpaired and thereby activates it for the
attack on the 5' splice site (see Figure
6-29). This, in combination with
recognition by BBP, is the way in which
the spliceosome accurately chooses the
adenine that is ultimately to form the
branch point. (el Aher the first
phosphoryl-transfer reaction (left) has
occurred, a series of rearrangements
brings the two exons into close proximity
for the second phosphoryl-transfer
reaction (right). The snRNAs both position
the reactants and provide (either all or in
part) the catalytic sites for the two
reactions. The US snRNP is present in the
spliceosome before this rearrangement
occurs; for clarity it has been omitted
from the left panel. As discussed in the
text, all of the RNA-RNA rearrangements
shown in this figure (as well as others
that occur in the spliceosome but are not
shown) require the participation of
additional proteins and ATP hydrolysis.

IChone set of base-pair interactions is broken and another is formed in its

e. For example, UI is replaced by U6 at the 5' splice junclion (see Figure
Ai. This lype of RNA-RNA rearrangement (in which the formation of one
\-R:\A interaction requires the disruption of another) occurs several times
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10g the splicing reaclion. It permits the checking and rechecking of HNA
Jences before the chemical reaction is allowed to proceed, thereby increas-

the accuracy of splicing.

TheSpliceosome Uses ATP Hydrolysis to Produce a Complex
Series of RNA-RNA Rearrangements
oughATP hydrolysis is not required for the chemistry of HNA splicing per se,
required for the assembly and rearrangements of the spliceosome. Some of
additional proteins that make up the spliceosome use the energy of ATP
Jroly,isto break existing HNA-HNA interaclions to allow the formation of new
.In fact, all the steps shown previously in Figure 6-29-except the associaofBBPwith the branch-point site and UI snHNP with the 5' splice sitelire ATP hydrolysis and addilional proteins. Each successful splice requires
"ny as 200 proteins, if we include those that form the snHNPs.
TheATP-requiring RNA-RNA rearrangements that take place in the spliceo~occurlVilhin the snHNPs themselves and between the snHNPs and the pre-
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ecreation of the active catalytic site of the spliceosomc. The strategy of cregan active site only after the assembly and rearrangement of splicing COIllnlson a pre-mHNA substrate is a particularly effective way to prevent way-
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Perhaps the most surprising feature of the spliceosome is the nature of the

catalytic site itself: it is largely (if not exclusively) formed by RNA molecules
instead ofprotcins.ln the last section of this chapter we discuss in general terms

the structural and chemical properties of R A that allow it to perform catalysis;
here we need only consider that the U2 and U6 snRNAs in the spliceosome form
a precise three-dimensional RNA structure that juxtaposes the 5' splice site of
the pre-mR A with the branch-point site and probably performs the first transesterification reaction (see Figure 6-30C). In a similar way. the 5' and 3' splice

junctions are brought together (an event requiring the US snHNA) to facilitate
the second transesterification.
Once the splicing chemistry is completed, the snHNPs remain bound to the
lariat. The disassembly of these snHNPs from the lariat (and from each other)
requires another series of HNA-HNA rearrangements that require ATP hydrolysis, thereby returning the snRNAs to their original configuration so that they can
be lIsed again in a new reaction. At the completion of a splice. the spliceosome
directs a set of proteins to bind to the mHNA near the position formerly occupied by the intron. Called the exoll jllllClioll complex (EjC), these proteins mark
the site of a successful splicing event and, as we shall see later in this chapter,
influence the subsequent fate of the mHNA.

Other Properties of Pre-mRNA and Its Synthesis Help to Explain
the Choice of Proper Splice Sites
As we have seen, illtron sequences vary enormollsly in size, with some being in

excess of 100,000 nucleotides. If splice-site selection were determined solely by
the snHNPs acting on a preformed, protein-free HNA molecule, we would expect
splicing mistakes-such as exon skipping and the use nf "cryptic" splice sitesto be very common (Figure 6--31). The fidelity mechanisms built into the
spliceosome, however. are supplemented

by two additional strategies that

increase the accuracy of splicing. The first is simply a consequence of the early
stages of splicing occurring while the pre-mHNA molecules are being synthesized by HNA polymerase II. As transcription proceeds, the phosphorylated tail
of R A polymerase carries several components of the spliceosome (see Figure
6--23), and these components are transferred directly from the polymerase to the
H A as HNA is symhesized. This strategy helps the cell keep track of introns and
exons: for example, the snR Ps lhat assemble at a 5' splice site are initially presented wilh only a single 3' splice site since the sites further downstream have
not yet been synthesized. The coordination of transcription with splicing is
especially important in preventing inappropriate exon skipping.

A strategy called "exon definition" is another way cells choose the appropriate splice sites. Exon size tends to be much more uniform than intron size, averaging about 150 nucleotide pairs across a wide variety of eucaryotic organisms

(Figure 6--32). According to lhe exon definition idea, the splicing machinery initially seeks out the relatively homogenously sized exon sequences. As HNA synthesis proceeds, a group of additional components (most notably 5H proteins, sonamed because they contain a domain rich in serines and arginines) assemble on

exon sequences and help to mark off each 3' and 5' splice site starting at the 5'
end of the RNA (Figure 6--33). These proteins, in turn, recruit U1 snHNA, which
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arks Ibe downstream exon boundary, and U2AF, which specifies the upstream
cByspecifically marking the exons in this way and thereby taking advantage
'the relatively uniform size of exons, the cell increases the accuracy with which
Jeposils Ibe initial splicing components on the nascent RNA and thereby helps
amid cryptic splice sites. How the SR proteins discriminate exon sequences
mimronsequences is not understood in detail; however, it is known that some
heSR proteins bind preferentially to specific RNA sequences in exons, termed
'ring enhancers. In principle, since anyone of several different codons can be
-.ed to code for a given amino acid, there is freedom to adjust the exon
clemide sequence so as to form a binding site for an SR protein, without nec..uiiraffecting the amino acid sequence that the exon specifies,
Both the marking of exon and intron boundaries and the assembly of the
xeasome begin on an RNA molecule while it is still being elongated by RNA
J)merase at its 3' end. However, the actual chemistry of splicing can take place
Jchlater. This delay means that intron sequences are not necessarily removed
'!fi1 a pre,mRNA molecule in the order in which they occur along the RNA
ilin.lt also means that, although spliceosome assembly is co-transcriptional,
- splicing reactions sometimes occur posttranscriptionally-that is, after a
~plete pre-mRNA molecule has been made,
5th

Figure 6-32 Variation in intron and exon
lengths in the human, worm, and fly
genomes. (A) Size distribution of exons.
(8) Size distribution of introns. Note that
exon length is much more uniform than
intran length. (Adapted from
International Human Genome
Sequencing Consortium, Nature
409:860-921, 2001. With permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)

Alecond Set of snRNPs Splice a Small Fraction of Intron
Sequences in Animals and Plants
. pie eucaryotes such as yeasts have only one set of snRNPs that perform all
.·mR:-JAsplicing. However, more complex eucaryOles such as flies, mammals,
:ttl plants have a second set of snRNPs that direct the splicing of a small fracoffheir intron sequences. This minor form of spliceosome recognizes a dif-enl set of RNA sequences at the 5' and 3' splice junctions and at the branch
im; it is called the U 12-type spliceosome because of the involvement of the
intron
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Figure 6-33 The exon definition idea.
According to one proposal, SR proteins
bind to each exon sequence in the premRNA and thereby help to guide the
snRNPs to the proper intron/exon
boundaries. This demarcation of exons by
the SR proteins occurs co-transcriptionally,
beginning at the CBC (cap-binding
complex) at the 5' end. As indicated, the
intron sequences in the pre-mRNA, which
can be extremely long, are packaged into
hnRNP (heterogeneous nuclear
ribonucleoprotein) complexes that
compact them into more manageable
structures and perhaps mask cryptic splice
sites. It has been proposed that hnRNP
proteins may preferentially associate with
intron sequences and that this preference
may also help the spliceosome distinguish
introns from exons. However, as shown, at
least some hnRNP proteins also bind to
exon sequences. (Adapted from R. Reed,
Curro Opin. Cell BioI. 12:340-345, 2000. With
permission from Elsevier.)
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U12 SnRNP [Figure 6-34A). Despite recognizing different nucleotide sequences.
the snR Ps in this spliceosome make the same types of RNA-RNA interactions
with the pre-mRNA and with each other as do the major snRNPs (Figure 6-34 B).
Although, as we have seen, components of the major spliceosomes travel with

RNA polymerase II as it transcribes genes. this may not be the case for the U12
spliceosome. It is possible that U12-mediated splicing is thereby delayed. and
this presents the cell with a way to co-regulate splicing of the several hundred
genes whose expression requires this spliccosomc. A number of mammalian
mHNAs contain a mixture of introns, some removed by the major spliccosome

and others by the minor spliceosome. and it has been proposed that this arrangement permits particularly complex patterns of alternative splicing to occur.
A few eucaryotic organisms exhibit a particular variation on splicing, called

trans-splicing. These organisms include the single-celled trypanosomes-protozoans that cause African sleeping sickness in humans-and the model multicellular organism, the nematode worm. In trans-splicing, exons from two separate RNA transcripts are spliced together to form a mature mRNA molecule
(see Figure 6-34A). Trypanosomes produce all of their mR As in this way.
whereas trans-splicing accounts for only about 1% of nematode mRNAs. In
both cases. a single exon is spliced onto the 5' end of many different R A transcripts produced by the cell; in this way. all of the products of trans-splicing
have the same 5' exon and different 3' exons, Many of the same snRNPs that
function in conventional splicing are used in this reaction, although transsplicing uses a unique snRNP (called the SL RNP) that brings in the common
exon (see Figure 6-34).

Figure 6-34 Outline of the mechaniV!ll
used for three types of RNA splicing.
(A) Three types of spliceosomes. The
major spliceosome (feft). the U12-rype
spliceosome (middle), and the
trans-spliceosome (right) are each
at two stages of assembly,lntrom
removed by the U12-type spliceoW':
have a different set of consensus
nucleotide sequences from those
removed by the major spliceosome.
humans. it is estimated that O.1,*,d
introns are removed by the U12·type
spliceosome, In trans-splicing. which
does not occur in humans, the Sl
is consumed in the reaction because.
portion of the SL snRNA becomes tile
first exon of the mature mRNA. (BIThf
major U6 snRNP and the U6 snRNP
specific to the U12-type spliceosome
both recognize the 5' splice junction
they do so through a different setd
base-pair interactions, The sequences
shown are from humans. {Adapted
Y.T. Yu et al.. The RNA World. pp_ 487
Cold Spring Harbor, New York: Cold
Spring Harbor laboratory Press. 1999
0

'

Figure 6-35 Abnormal processing of the ~globin primary RNA transcript
in humans with the disease pthalassemia. In the examples shown. the
disease is caused by splice-site mutations (black arrowheads) found in the
genomes of affected patients. The dark blue boxes represent the three
normal exon sequences; the red lines indicate the 5' and 3' splice sites. The
light blue boxes depict new nucleotide sequences included in the final
mRNA molecule as a result of the mutation. Note that when a mutatIon
leaves a normal splice site without a partner. an exon is skipped or one or
more abnormal cryptic splice sites nearby is used as the partner site. as in
(C) and (D). (Adapted in part from S.H. Orkin, in The Molecular Basis of
Blood Diseases [G. Stamatoyannopoulos et al.. eds.l. pp. 106-126.
Philadelphia: Saunders. 1987.)
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l\'edo not know why even a few organisms use trans-splicing; however, it is
I that the common 5' exon may aid in the translation of the mR A. Thus,
~As produced by trans-splicing in nematodes seem to be translated with

(C)
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'y high efficiency.
Splicing Shows Remarkable Plasticity
leen that the choice of splice sites depends on such fealUres of the pre\ transcript as the affinity of the three signals on the RNA (Ihe 5' and 3'
,unctions and the branch poim) for the splicing machinery, the co-tranmal assembly of the spliceosome, and the "bookkeeping" Ihat underlies

mRNA with extended exon 3
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Ialer, there are several quality conlrol systems thai rapidly destroy
\\5 whose splicing goes awry. However, we do know thai, compared with
steps in gene expression, splicing is unusually flexible. For example, a

. don in a nucleotide sequence critical for splicing of a particular intron does
JeCessarily prevent splicing of that inlron altogether. Instead, the mutation
Iy creates a new paltern of splicing (Figure 6-35). Most commonly, an
"simply skipped (Figure 6-35B). In other cases, the mutation causes a
splice junction to be efficiently used (Figure 6-35Cl. Apparently, the
machinery has evolved to pick out the best possible paltern of splice
IS, and if the optimal one is damaged by mutation, it will seek out the
I pattern, and so on. This flexibility in the process of RNA splicing sug-

at changes in splicing pauerns caused by random mutation!ol have been
Inant pathway in the evolution of genes and organisms.
plasticity of RNA splicing also means thaI the cell can regulate Ihe patR~A splicing.

Earlier in this section we saw that alternative splicing can
r'>t' lodifferent proteins from the same gene. Some examples of alternative
gare constitutive; thai is, the alternatively spliced mRNAs are produced
. lUolisly by cells of an organism. However, in many cases, the cell regulates
plicing pauerns so thai different forms of the prolein are produced at diftimes and in different lissues (sec Figure 6-27). In Chapter 7 we relurn 10
"ue to discuss some specific examples of regulated R A splicing.

Ipliceosome-Catalyzed RNA Splicing Probably Evolved from
ien-splicing Mechanisms
Iespliceosome was first discovered, it puzzled molecular biologists. Why

:\ molecules inslead of proteins perform important role~ in ~plice site
tion and in the chemistry of splicing? \Vhy is a lariat intermediate used
tlian the apparently simpler alternalive of bringing the 5' and 3' splice
gether in a single step, followed by Iheir direct cleavage and rejoining?
l~wers to these questions renect the way in which the spliceosomc is
ell to have evolved.

mRNA with extra exon inserted
between exon 2 and exon 3
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As discussed briefly in Chapter I (and in morc detail in the final section of
this chapter). it is likely that early cells used HNA molecules rather than proteins
as their major catalysts and that they slored their genetic information in HNA
rather than in DNA sequences. RNA-catalyzed splicing reactions preslimably
had important roles in these early cells. As evidence, some self-splicillg /INA
introns (that is, intron sequences in HNA whose splicing out can occur in the
absence of proteins or any other RNA molecules) remain today-for example, in
the Iluclear rHNA genes of the ciliate Tetrahymena, in a few bacteriophage 1'4

genes, and in some mitochondrial and chloroplast genes.
A self-splicing intron sequence can be identified in a test tube by incubating
a pure RNA molecule that contains the intron sequence and observing the splicing reaction. Two major classes of self-splicing intron sequences can be distinguished in this way. Group I intron sequences begin the splicing reaction by binding a G nucleotide to the intron sequence; this G is thereby activated to form the
attacking group that will break the first of the phosphodiester bonds cleaved
during splicing (the bond at the 5' splice site). In group II illlroll sequences, an
especially reactive A residue in the intron sequence is the attacking group, and a
lariat intermediate is generated. Otherwise the reaction pathways for the two
types of self-splicing intron scqucnccs are the same. Both are presumed to rcpresent vestiges of very ancient mechanisms (Figure 6-36).
For both types of self-splicing reactions, the nucleotide sequence of the
intron is critical; the intron HNA folds into a specilic three-dimensional structure, which brings the 5' and 3' splice junctions togethcr and provides precisely
positioned reactive groups to perform the chemistry (see Figure 6-6C). Because
the chemistries of their splicing reactions are so similar, it has been proposed
that the pre-mHNA splicing mechanism of the spliceosome evolved from group
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Figure 6-36 The two known dassesd
self-splicing intron sequences. The
figure emphasizes the similarities
between the two mechanisms. Both
normally aided by proteins in theee'.
speed up the reaction, but thecata~
nevertheless mediated by the RNA in
intron sequence. The group I intron
sequences bind a free G nucleotidelO
specific site on the RNA to initiate
splicing, while the group II intron
sequences use an especially reactive~
nucleotide in the intron sequence its!f
for the same purpose. Both types of
splicing reactions require the intron
folded into a highly specific threedimensional structure that provides
catalytic activity for the reaction (~
Figure 6-6). The mechanism used by
group II intron sequences releases ~
intran as a lariat structure and do~
resembles the pathway of pre-mRNA
splicing catalyzed by the spliceosoR'l!
(compare with Figure 6-29). The
spliceosome performs most RNA spi:
in eucaryotic cells, and self-splicing
represent unusual cases. (Adapted

T.R. Cech, (ell 44:207-210, 1986. III'
permission from Elsevier.)
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Figure 6-37 Consensus nucleotide
sequences that direct cleavage and
polyadenylation to form the 3' end of a
eucaryotic mRNA. These sequences are
encoded in the genome; specific proteins
recognize them after they are transcribed
into RNA. The hexamer AAUAAA is bound
by CPSF, the GU-rich element beyond the
cleavage site is bound by CstF (see Figure
6-38), and the CA sequence is bound by
a third factor required for the cleavage
step. Like other consensus nucleotide
sequences discussed in this chapter (see
Figure 6-12), the sequences shown in the
figure represent a variety of individual
cleavage and polyadenylation signals.
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"previously explained, the 5' end of the pre-mRNA produced by RNA polymm" II is capped almost as soon as it emerges from the RNA polymerase.
T!len, as the polymerase continues its movement along a gene. the spliceosome
~"mbleson the RNA and delineates the intron and exon boundaries. The long
[·Ienninal tail of the RNA polymerase coordinates these processes by transfernogcappingand splicing components directly to the RNA as it emerges from the
en~me. We see in this section that, as RNA polymerase II reaches lhe end of a
~ene.asimilar mechanism ensures that the 3' end of the pre-mRNA is appropriattiy processed.
.\smight be expected, the position of the 3' end of each mRNA molecule is
Ulimatelyspecified by a signal encoded in the genome (Figure &-37). These signahare transcribed into HNA as the HNA polymerase II moves through Ihem,
,neltheyare then recognized (as HNA) by a series of RNA-binding proteins and
R\\·processing enzymes (Figure &-38). Two multisubunit proteins, called CstF
li,arage stimulation factor) and CPSF (cleavage and polyadenylation specinlily factor), are of special imparlance. Both of these proteins travel wilh the
R\A polymerase tail and are transferred to the 3'-end processing sequence on
"R~Amolecule as it emerges from the RNA polymerase.
OnceCstF and CPSF bind to specific nucleotide sequences on the emerging
R\.\ molecule, additional proteins assemble with them to create the 3' end of
themRNA. First, the RNA is cleaved (see Figure &-38). Next an enzyme called
po~··Apolymerase(PAP) adds, one at a time, approx.imately 200 A nucleotides to
[he 3' end produced by the cleavage. The nucleotide precursor for these addillc:t~ is ATp, and the same lype of 5'-to-3' bonds are formed as in conventional
R\\synlhesis (see Figure 6-4). Unlike the usual HNA polymerases, poly-A poly,",,,does not require a template; hence the poly-A tail of eucaryotic mRNAs
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Figure 6-38 Some of the major steps in generating the 3' end of a
eucaryotic mRNA. This process is much more complicated than the
analogous process in bacteria, where the RNA polymerase simply stops at a
termination signal and releases both the 3' end of its transcript and the
DNA template (see Figure 6-11 l.
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is not directly cncoded in the genome. As the poly-A tail is synthesized, proteins
called poly-A-binding proteins assemble onto it and, by a poorly understood
mechanism, determine the flnallcnglh of the tail. Some poly-A-bincling proteins
remain bound to the poly-A tail as the mHNA travels from the nucleus to the
cytosol and they help to direct the synthesis of a protein on the ribosome. as we

see later in this chapter.

RNA

After the 3' end of a eucaryotic pre-mRNA molecule has been cleaved, the
RNA polymerase II continues to transcribe, in some cases for hundreds of

fron
pol\,

Ilucleotides. But the polymerase SOOI1 releases its grip on the template and Iran·
scription terminates. After 3'-end cleavage has occurred, the newly synthesized
RNA that emerges from the polymerases lacks a 5' cap; this unprotected RNA is
rapidly degraded by a 5' --> 3' exonuclease, which is carried along on the polymerase tail. Apparently, it is this RNA degradation that eventually causes the
RNA polymerase to dissociate from the DNA.

(A)

Mature Eucaryotic mRNAs Are Selectively Exported from the
Nucleus
We have seen how eucaryotic pre-mRNA synthesis and processing take place in
an orderly fashion within the cell nucleus. Ilowever, these cvel1ls crcale a special
problem for eucaryatic cells, especially those of complex organisms where the
introns are vastly longer than the exons. Of the pre-mRNA that is synthesized,
only a small fraction-the mature mHNA-is of further use to the cell. The restexcised introns, broken RNAs, and aberrantly processed pre-mRNAs-is not only
useless but potentially dangerous. How, then, does the cell distinguish between
the relatively rare mature mRNA molecules it wishes to keep and the overw·helming amount of debris from RNA processing?
The answer is that, as an RNA molecule is processed, it loses certain proteins
and acquires others, thereby signifying the successful completion of each of the
different steps. For example. we have seen that acquisition of the cap-binding
complexes, thc exon junction complexes, and the poly-A-binding proteins lllark
the completion of capping, splicing, and poly-A addition, respectively. A properly
completed mHNA molecule is also distinguished by the proteins it lacks. For
example. the prescnce of a snHNP would signify incomplcte or abcrrant splicing.
Only when the proteins prescnt on an mHNA moleculc collcctively signify that
processing was successfully completed is the mHNA exported from the nucleus
into the cytosol, where it can be translated into protein. Improperly processed
mRNAs. and other RNA debris are retaincd in the nucleus, whcre they are cventually degraded by the nuclear exosome, a large protein complcx whose intcrior
is rich in 3'-to-5' RNA exonucleases. Eucaryotic cells thus export only useful HNA
molecules to the cytoplasm, while debris is disposed of in the nucleus.
Of all the proteins that assemble on pre-mRNA molecules as they emerge
from transcribing RNA polymerases, the most abundant are the hnRNPs (heterogeneous nuclear ribonuclear proteins) (see Figure 6-33). Some of these proteins (there are approximately 30 of them in humans) unwind the hairpin helices
from the HNA so that splicing and other signals on the RNA can be read more
easily. Others preferentially package the HNA contained in the very long intron
sequences typically found in genes of complex organisms. They may therefore
play an important role in distinguishing mature mRNA from the dcbris Icft over
from HNA processing.
Successfully processed mRNAs are guided through the nuclear pore complexes {NPCs)-aqueolis channels in the nuclear membrane that directly connect the nucleoplasm and cytosol (Figure 6-39). Small molecules (less than
50,000 daltons) can diffuse freely through these channels. Ilowever, most of the
macromolecules in cells. including mRNAs complexed wilh proteins. are far too
large to pass through the channels without a special process. The cell uses
energy to actively transport such macromolecules in both directions through
the nuclear pore complexes.
As explained in detail in Chapter 12, macromolecules are moved through
nuclear pore complexes by tlllclear transport receptors, which, depending on the
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Figure 6-39 Transport of a large mRNA molecule through the nuclear pore complex. (A) The maturation of an mRNA
molecule as it is synthesized by RNA polymerase and packaged by a variety of nuclear proteins. This drawing of an
unusually abundant RNA, called the Balbiani Ring mRNA, is based on EM micrographs such as that shown in (B). Balbiani
Rings are found in the cells of certain insects. (A, adapted from B. Oaneholt, Cell 88:585-588, 1997. With permission from
Elsevier; B, from B.J. Stevens and H. Swift, J. Cell Bioi. 31 :55-77, 1966. With permission from The Rockefeller University Press.)

tity of the macromolecule. escort it from the nucleus to the cytoplasm or
\ersa. For mR A export to occur, a specific nuclear transport receptor must
..ded onlO the mHNA, a step that, at least in some organisms, lakes place in
n with 3' cleavage and polyadenylation. Once it helps to move an HNA
lecule through the nuclear pore complex, the transport receptor dissociates
mthemRNA, re-enters the nucleus, and exports a new mHNA molecule (Fig-

..6-40j.
The export of mBNA-protein complexes from the nucleus can be observed
tit the eleClron microscope for the unusually abundant mHNA of the insect
biani Ring genes. As these genes are transcribed, the newly formed HNA is
,to be packaged by proteins, including hnHNPs, SH proteins, and compob of the spliceosome. This protein-HNA complex undergoes a series of
C£lUraJ transitions, probably renecting H A processing events, culminating
Huned fiber (see Figure 6-39). This curved fiber moves through the nucleoand enters the nuclear pore complex (with its 5' cap proceeding first), and
nundergoes another series of structural transitions as it moves through the
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Figure 6-40 Schematic illustration of an "export-ready" mRNA molecule and its transport through the nuclear pore. As
indicated, some proteins travel with the mRNA as it moves through the pore, whereas others remain in the nucleus. The
nuclear export receptor for mRNAs is a complex of proteins that is deposited when the mRNA has been correctly spliced
and polyadenylated. When the mRNA is exported to the cytosol, the export receptor dissociates from the mRNA and is
re-imported into the nucleus, where it can be used again. Just after it leaves the nucleus, and before it loses the capbinding complex (CBC) the mRNA is subjected to a final check, called nonsense-mediared decay, which is described later in
the chapter. Once it passes this test the mRNA continues to shed preViously bound proteins and acquire new ones before it
is efficiently translated into protein. EJC. exon junction complex.
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pore. These and other observations reveal that the pre-mil A-protein and
mRNA-protcin complexes arc dynamic structures that gain and lose numerous
specific proteins during R A synthesis, processing, and export (see Figure 6-40).
As we have seen, some of these proleins mark the different slages of mRNA
maturation; other proteins deposited on the mHNA while it is still in the nucleus
can affectlhe fate of the RNA after it is transported to the cytosol. Thus, the stability of an mR A in Ihe cytosol, the efficiency with which il is translated into
protein, and its ultimate destination in the cytosol can all be dCleTmined by proteins acquired in the nucleus that remain bound to the HNA after it leaves the
nucleus. We will discuss these issues in Chapter 7 when we tllrn 10 the post-transcriptional control of gene expression.
We have seen that RNA synthesis and processing are closely coupled in the
cell, and it might be expected that export from the nucleus is somehow integrated with these two processes. Although the Balbiani Ring R As can be seen
to move through the nucleoplasm and out through the nuclear pores, other
mR As appear to be synthesized and processed in close proximity to nuclear
pore complexes. In these cases, which may represent the majority of eucaryotic
genes, mRNA synlhesis, processing, and transport all appear 10 be lighlly coupled; the mR A can thus be viewcd as emerging from the nuclear pore as a
newly manufactured car might emcrgc from an assembly Iinc. Later in this
chapter, we will ~ee that the cell pcrforms an additional quality-control check on
each mR A before it is allowed 10 be efficiently translated inlO protein.
Before discussing what happens to mRNAs after they leave the nucleus, we
briefly consider how the synthesis and processing of noncoding R A molecules
occurs. Although there are many other examples, our discussion focuses on the
rR As that are critically important for the translation of mHNAs into protein.

Many Noncoding RNAs Are Also Synthesized and Processed in the
Nucleus
A few percent of the dry weighl of a mammalian cell is R A; of Ihat, only about
3-5% is mRNA. A fraction of the remainder represents intron sequences before
they have been degraded, but Ihe bulk of the RNA in cells performs structural
and catalytic functions (see Table 6--1. p. 336). The most abundant Il As in cells
are the ribosomal RNAs (rR As), consliluting approximately 80% of the RNA in
rapidly dividing cells. As discussed later in this chapter, these R As form the
core of the ribosomc. Unlike bacteria-in which a single HNA polymerase synthesizes all RNAs in the cell-eucaryotes have a separate, specialized polymerase, IlNA polymerase I, thaI is dedicated 10 producing rilNAs. RNA polymerase I is similar structurally to the IlNA polymerase II discussed previously;
however, the absence of a C-terminal tail in polymerase I helps to explain why
its transcripts are neither capped nor polyadenylated. As mentioned earlier, this
difference helps Ihe cell distinguish belween noncoding IlNAs and mRNAs.
Because multiple rounds of translation of each mRNA Illolecule can provide
an enormous amplification in the production of protein molecules, many of the
proteins that are very abundant in a cell can be synthesized from genes that are
present in a single copy per haploid genome. In contrast, the RNA components
of the ribosome are final gene products, and a growing mammalian cell must
synthesize approximately 10 million copies of each type of ribosomal R A in
each cell general ion 10 construct its 10 million ribosomes. The cell can produce
adequate quantities of ribosomal RNAs onll' because it contains multiple copies
of the rRNA genes Ihal code for ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs). Even E. coli needs
seven copies of its rRNA genes to Illeet the cell's need for ribosomes. Iluman
cells contain about 200 rR A gene copies per haploid genome, spread out in
small c1uslers on five different chromosomes (see Figure 4-lt), while cells of the
frog Xenopus contain about 600 rRNA gene copies per haploid genome in a single cluster on one chromosome (Figure 6-41).
There are four types of eucaryotic rilNAs, each present in one copy per ribosome. Three of the four rRNAs (185. 5.85, and 285) are made by chemically modifYing and cleaVing a single large precursor rllNA (Figure 6-42); the fourth (55
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Figure 6-41 Transcription from tandemly
arranged rRNA genes, as seen in the
electron microscope. The pattern of
alternating transcribed gene and
nontranscribed spacer is readily seen.
A higher-magnification view of rRNA
genes is shown in Figure 6-9. (From
V.E. Foe, Cold Spring Harbor Symp. Quane.
BioI. 42:723-740,1978. With permission
from Cold Spring Harbor laboratory Press.)
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R~\I is synthesized from a separme cluster of genes by a different polymerase,
R\.\polymerase III, and does not require chemical modification.
Extensive chcmicalmodificatiolls occur in the 13,OOO-nucleotide-]ong prelurSQr rRNA before the rHNAs are cleaved out of it and assembled into !"iboomes. These include about 100 methylations of the 2'-011 positions on
"llcleotide sugars and 100 isomerizalions of uridine Ilucleoticles to pscudourio ne(Figure 6-43A). The functions of these modifications are not understood in
J<tail, but many probably aid in the folding and assembly of the final rRNAs and
~)rne may sublly

aller the function of ribosomes. Each lllodilication is made at

aspecific position in the precursor rHNA. These positions are specified by about
.ill 'guide RNAs," which position themselves through base-pairing 10 the pre,lIrso, rRNA and thereby bring an RNA-modifying enzyme to the appropriate
[Illnion (Figure 6-436). Other guide RNAs promote cleavage of the precursor
rR~As into the mature rRNAs. probably by causing conformational changes in
'heprecursor rRNA that expose these sites to nucleases. All of these guide RNAs
"'members of a large class of RNAs called small nucleolar RNAs (or snoRNAsJ,
'ilnamed because these RNAs perform their functions in a subcompartment of
'hrnucleus called the nucleolus. Many snoRNAs are encoded in the introns of
Ilhrrgenes, especially those encoding ribosomal proteins. They are therefore
'TIlhesized by HNA polymcrasc II and processed from cxcised intron

'fGuences.
Recently several snoRNA-like RNAs have been identified that are synthe,"£<I only in cells of the brain. These are believed to direct the modification of
nR~As, instead of rHNAs, and are likely to represent a new, but poorly under.. lOd, type of genc regulatory mechanism.
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Figure 6-42 The chemical modification
and nucleolytic processing of a
eucaryotic 455 precursor rRNA molecule
into three separate ribosomal RNAs.
Two types of chemical modifications
(color-coded as indicated in Figure 6-43)
are made to the precursor rRNA before it
is cleaved. Nearly half of the nucleotide
sequences in this precursor rRNA are
discarded and degraded in the nucleus.
The rRNAs are named according to their
"5" values, which refer to their rate of
sedimentation in an ultracentrifuge. The
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Figure 6-43 Modifications of the
precursor rRNA by guide RNAs. fA) T
prominent covalent modifications
aher rRNA synthesis; the differences
the initially incorporated nucleotide
indicated by red atoms. Pseudouridine
an isomer of uridine; the base has bee1
Nrotated relative to the sugar. (B) As
indicated, snoRNAs determine the Slt~
modification by base-pairing to
complementary sequences on the
precursor rRNA. The snoRNAs are
to proteins, and the complexes are
snoRNPs. snoRNPs contain both the
guide sequences and the enzymes I
modify the rRNA.
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Figure 6-44 Electron micrograph oh
thin section of a nucleolus in a hull'lll
fibroblast, showing its three distinct
zones. (A) View of entire nucleus.
(8) High-power view of the nucleolus.
believed that transcription of the
genes takes place between the fibri
center and the dense fibrillar compoand that processing of the rRNAs and
their assembly into the two subunits
the ribosome proceeds outward frOf"
dense fibrillar component to the
surrounding granular components.
(Courtesy of E.G. Jordan and
J. McGovern.)

The Nucleolus Is a Ribosome-Producing Factory
The nucleolus is the most obvious structure seen in the nucleus of a eucaryolic
cell when viewed in the light microscope. Consequently, it was so closely scrutinized by early cytologists that an 1898 review could list some 700 references. We
now know that the nucleolus is the site for the processing of rRNAs and their

assembly infO ribosome subunits. Unlike many of the major organelles in the
cell, the nucleolus is not bound by a membrane (Figure 6-44); instead, it is a
large aggregate of macromolecules, including the rRNA genes themselves, precursor rHNAs, mature rHNAs, rRNA-processing enzymes, snoRNPs, ribosomal

proteins and partly assembled ribosomes. The close association of all these
components presumably allows the assembly of ribosomes lO occur rapidly and
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Figure 6-45 Changes in the appearance of the nucleolus in a human cell
during the cell cycle. Only the cell nucleus is represented in this diagram.
In most eucaryotic cells the nuclear envelope breaks down during mitosis,
as indicated by the dashed circles.
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The Nucleus Contains a Variety of Subnuclear Structures
hough the nucleolu i the most prominent structure in th nucl u , several
. Ifr nuclear bodies have been observed and tudi d (Figure 6-48). The e
ude CajaJ bodies (named for the scienti t who fir t described them in 1906),
11 I (Gemini of Cajal bodies), and interchromatin granuJe cluster (also called
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Figure 6-46 Nucleolar fusion. These light
micrographs of human fibroblasts grown
in culture show various stages of
nucleolar fusion. After mitosis, each of
the 10 human chromosomes that carry a
cluster of rRNA genes begins to form a
tiny nucleolus, but these rapidly coalesce
as they grow to form the single large
nucleolus typical of many interphase
cells. (Courtesy of E.G, Jordan and
J. McGovern.)
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Given the importance of nuclear subdomains in RNA processing, it might
have been expected that pre-mRNA splicing would occur in a particular location
in the nucleus, as it requires nUlllerous RNA and protein components. Ilowcver,

the assembly of splicing components on pre-mRNA is co-transcriptional; thus,
splicing must occur al many locations along chromosomes. Allhough a typical
mammalian cell may be expressing on the order of 15,000 genes, transcription
and RNA splicing may be localized to only several thousand sites in the nucleus.
These sites themselves are highly dynamic and probably result from the association of transcription and splicing components to create small "assembly lines"
with a high local concentration of these components. Interchromatin granule
clusters-which comain stockpiles of RNA-processing components-are often
observed next to sites of transcription, as though poised to replenish supplies.
Thus, the nucleus seems to be highly organized into subdomains, with snR Ps,
snoHNPs, and other nuclear components moving between them in an orderly
fashion according to the needs of the cell (see Figure 6-48; also see Figure 4-69).
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Before the synthesis of a particular protein call begin, the corres/JOlu!illg mR A
molecule must be produced by transcription. Bacteria contain a single type of R :A
polymerase (the enzyme that carries ollt the transcription ofDNA i11l0 UNA). An mUNA
molecllle is produced when this enzyme initiates transcription at a promoter. synthesizes the UNA by chain elongation, stalls transcription at a terminfllor. al/d releases
voth the DNA template and the completed mRNA molecule. III eucmyotic cells, the
process oftranscription is rnllch more complex, and there are three UNA polymerasespolymerase I, II, and III-llwt are related ello/Ulionarily to one another and co the vac·
terial polymerase.
RNA polymerase /I sy11lhesizes eucaryotic mRNA. This enzyme requires a series of
allditional proteins, the general transcription factors, to initiate transcription on a
purifiell DNA template, and still more proteins (including chromatin-remodeling
complexes and histone-modifying enzymes) to initiate transcription on its chromatin
templates inside the cell.
During the elongation phase of transcription, the nascent UNA undergoes three
types of processing el'ents: a special tludeotide is added to its S enll (capping), itltroll
sequellces are removed from tile ,-nilldle of the RNA molecllie (splicing), and the:.r end
of the UNA is generated (cleavage anll polyadenyilitiofl). Each of these processes is ini·
titHed vy proteins that trauel along with RNA polymerase II by bil/lling to sites on its
101/g, e.xtended C-terminal tail. Splicing is unusual i" thm many ofits key steps are car·
ried alit by specializel/ RNA molecules rather than proteins. Properly processed mHNAs
are passed through nuclear pore complexes into the cytosol, where they are trans/med
i",o protein.
For some genes. UNA is tI,e final product. In eucaryotes. these genes are usually
transcribed by either RNA polymerase I or RNA polymerase III. RNA polymerase I
makes the ribosomal RNAs. After their synthesis as a large precursor. the rRNAs are
chemically modified, cleaved, and assembled into the two ribosomal subunits ill the
nucleoills-a distinct sllbnuclear structure that also helps to process some srnal/er
UNA-protein cornplexes in the cell. Additional subnuclear structures (including Cajlll
bodies and interchromatin granule clusters) are sites where componellis involved in
UNA processing are assembled. storell, and recycled.
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FROM RNA TO PROTEIN
In the preceding section we have seen that the final product

or some genes is an

IlNA molecule itself. such as those present in thc snll Ps and in ribosomcs.
J lowever,

most genes in a cell produce mHNA molecules thai serve as interme-

diaries on the pathway to proteins. In this section we examine how the cell

COI1-

verts the information carried in an mRNA molecule into a protein molecule. This

feat of translation was a focus of attention of biologists in the late 1950s, when it
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